
University of Virginia Student Council
General Body Meeting

May 2, 2017

Meeting Called to Order at 6:36 PM.

Roll Call

David: Let’s approve the minutes from last week. 

Motion to Vote. Seconded. Minutes passed.

Student Concerns

Ellie: Tapingo good for students but not for employees

Austin: Jacob is not meeting with dining, we will look into it after the semester

Ian: Have people talking to several dining establishments to hear about their experience with 
Tapingo

Ellie: Wastefulness of food containers in the PAV

Austin: Jacob set up a meeting with dining to talk about it

Ellie: Too many undergrads in the health sciences library

Austin: people have to swipe in

Edwin: Anyone can swipe in so that is not the solution

Austin: We will look into it next semester…furthermore, the cactus outside of Newcomb is not 
for sale

Austin: More student concerns. As for the Dell gardening supplies, not sure if it is facilities 
jurisdiction or not, if it is their job they are assuming that students are leaving soon and they will 
look into it. Second is ample space to park bikes around 1515, so it is not an issue.

David: Let us move into the leg session; last one so no table. Let’s talk SB 17-33

Ty: You all have my report, it’s a CIO bill

David: Comments or questions? All 4 CIOs are recommended for approval

Motion to vote. Seconded. SB17-33 passed.

David: Let’s move to SB 17-38; again, not tabling

Ty: Friendly amendment to be made.  Reps, please read through the report as we talk about 
them.  First, the American Concrete institute. We have the president here with us.  Meet 
requirements for membership, faculty, sustainability, faculty support, good constitution, benefits 
a niche community.

Bethany (President of American Concrete Institute): We are a national organization 
benefiting architecture and civil engineering students.
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Ty: Now, the Fitness Commission. Have been meeting since November. Faith based community 
who combine with workouts early in the morning. Pray with workouts and do diverse activities 
with members.  Seeking CIO status to reserve space at the AFC. Have had ~40 meetings.

Next is the Agricultural Innovation Society.  They use innovative ways to grow plants. Started 
with a grant from HackCville of $750 then received a large grant from the GIFT fund. Plan to 
work with the community garden in the future through a Jefferson trust project. Recently met the 
membership mark. President is graduating, but strong exec board to replace. 5 hydroponic 
farms around grounds.

Third are Arts Grounds Guides.  Provide tours for incoming students interested in touring arts 
grounds.  Train their members early on in the year, show things such as the Fralin Museum. 
Listed currently on the UVA arts admissions page for requesting. Clearly demonstrated 
sustainability as they have been meeting for 2 years.

Fourth are Common Law Grounds Club.  Bring together people from diverse ideologies in lunch 
settings and have conversations about the issues. Committed to ideological discussion. There 
are many topical, political issues at the law school but they bring these groups together for 
conversation. Have many faculty engaged in their work already.

Fifth are Dark Skies, Bright Kids. Hold an 8 week program at local elementary schools. Focus 
on engaging with the community and determine their progress with these communities.  Goal to 
make students realize that they too can be scientists. Have rotating leadership teams each 
week rather than a standing executive board. Have a dedicated team looking at the data 
collected each meeting.

Sixth are the Course Forum. Student run version of Rate my Professor which is UVA specific. In 
2004, a few students started the site, but faded. In 2011-12, the club was reinvigorated with new 
members and usage.  Have at least 10 people coming to club meetings but more coming to 
their programming meetings. Most members have CS background and do a lot of training. Have 
two teams, web dev and business. Have been paying for all site expenses out of pocket. Have 
worked with Lou from Lou’s list

Seventh are One Love Foundation.  Focus is on relationship violence and educating people 
about that.  From the national organization they lead discussions and show videos on 
relationship abuse.  Have already presented to all varsity athletics teams and many ISC 
sororities. Hope to expand their reach once granted CIO status. 

Eighth are Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS) . Their president is 
here to speak.

Harry, President of SEEDS: We have worked with faculty and have a dedicated membership. 
😊

David: Questions about the Bill?

Lukas: Why do arts grounds guides not work with the arts department like E-school guides do 
with SEAS?
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Ty: They interface with them, but don’t have to work with them officially.

Austin: Does Common Law hope to go to undergrad as well or just stick to the law school?

Ty: I would say probably not.  They have a good membership at the law school and lots of 
faculty there on board.  There are other avenues for discussion such as Roosevelt society on 
undergrad grounds which act similarly.

David: Ty, what sort of SAF funding was noted in the applications that they might request which 
would be of note?

Ty: I made comments in the report about the spending that they plan to make.  The only one 
which would be of note is SEDS which needs funding to build things pertinent to the mission of 
the organization.  See the report for more info.  Majority of these organizations have been 
sustained for a few years.

Harry (SEDS): Our club is building Cube Satellites to visualize stuff…they usually cost about 
$14K, but we are building it modularly to reduce cost. Also, we are different from the high power 
rocketry club. 

David: More Questions?

Kelsey: Does the Christian Fitness Club satisfy the non-discrimination clause?

Ty: While prayer is a part of what they do, being Christian is not required for membership and 
don’t have to join in.

Motion to vote. Seconded. SB17-38 passed.

David: Moving on to SB17-39, a bill to recommend CIO space allocation for 2017-18.

Ty: This bill is for CIOs who are trying to request space in the SAC and Fifth floor of Newcomb. 
There was an application out for several weeks. 

Chi: All CIOs who requested space were granted it.  Tried to remain consistent with lockers 
from this past year.

Motion to vote. Seconded. SB17-39 passed.

David: Moving on to SB17-40, a bill to formalize a student council program committee to audit 
the collection, allocation, and expenditure of the SAF

Ty: This bill would be designed to bring together stakeholders from across the university 
(faculty, professors with expertise) to look into criteria for basing requests for funding on, 
timeline for processing requests, what information we would need to request from organizations 
for CIO status and funding requests, and how we would best maximize the utility of the student 
activities fee to best benefit the university.

David: Comments or questions?

Lukas: 2 questions.  First, what kind of measures will be in place for appointing people to the 
committee to make sure that it is equitable and representative to the whole university?
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Sarah: This bill is really just about getting the ball rolling on this project. We will talk to the 
Honor Audit Commission to hear from them about how they chose people. This bill will be to 
plan the process of the audit and we will involve the rep body in conversation going forward for 
the audit.  

Evelyn: Will this bill then take away the ability of the rep body to choose who is on this 
committee and who designs appropriations process?

Ty: This bill is a means of getting the rep body involved in the conversation, to get more of the 
university involved in determining the optimal allocation of funds.  Regardless of whether or not 
we were doing an audit, this analysis is still necessary. Important for us to benchmark our 
appropriations process and get input. This bill announces that this is what we are going to do 
and gives us the ability to seek help and input from around the university.  

Lukas: How public will the findings of this committee going to be, throughout the process, both 
to reps and UVA in general?

Ty: A large part of what they are going to be doing is outside research on context as well as an 
internal look at what we’ve been doing so far. Info will be provided to reps on demand.  Final 
results would be public later on.  Central part of the process will be studying student sentiment 
through focus groups and surveys. 

Sarah: Also, SAF is one thing that we all pay, like taxes. We have a right to know where that 
money goes and we will ensure that students too know where their money is going.  

Austin: Will internal affairs be directly involved in this process?

David: This would actually be external affairs under Ally. She will be an integral part of the 
process.

Motion to vote. Seconded. SB17-40 passed.

Legislative session adjourned at 7:15 pm

General Body meeting begins at 7:15 pm

David: We are moving into our discussion of Ian’s report and the articles on admissions 
practices and the “wish list”.

Ian: I have no preliminary comment.

Austin: I think that it was questionable that UVA didn’t give so much info.

Lukas: Question for Ian and Sarah jointly. Ian requested a meeting with Dean Groves, but only 
Sarah was able to go.  Why was Ian, as principal investigator, not given ability to meet. 

Ian: Requested meeting with Dean Roberts, not Dean Groves.

Sarah: I was reached out to by Dean Roberts and met with the Dean as well as Dean Groves 
who was present there.  I relayed all information about the meeting to Ian.

Lukas: So why were you unable to meet with Dean Roberts?
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Ian: Sarah’s meeting had been scheduled before I tried to reach out to Dean Roberts.

Lukas: I’m a bit upset that Ian didn’t get to meet with any administrators but Sarah did since Ian 
had been tasked with leading the investigation.

David: Our biggest problem was that we had just the one meeting.  Could have been two.  
Sarah meets with admin regularly.  

Sarah: Dean Roberts was up front with me about what goes on with the admissions process at 
UVA.  The things that he shared with me were public information that has been shared with 
many people before.  He stated that he had never met with the office of advancement. I brought 
questions from Ian to the meeting, although perhaps there could have been a second meeting 
with Ian.  The process of having a rep lead an investigation is a new process, still learning. 
Ultimately, the university stands by their claim that the office of advancement and admissions 
are not connected or related, and they did not feel that it was necessary to restate what they 
were saying to Ian as well since I was reporting back to Ian.

David: We will learn and grow in our investigative ability.

Katie: We will learn and think about best practices this summer, researching other schools.

Austin: Are there resolutions going forward to make sure that stuff like this doesn’t happen 
again in the future? Don’t want to see further investigations in which reps receive the cold 
shoulder from the administration.

David: In the future, release to the press ahead of time what you plan to get from the 
investigation. 

Evelyn: I think that the investigation should not stop here. As a representative of the student 
body, students are still demanding answers here. It seems that there is more that we can do 
here than just give the answer that the administration does not want to meet with us.

Lukas: Building off of that, I love restructuring investigations going forward. Sarah, I don’t feel 
comfortable closing this investigation if only you have been able to have conversations with 
admin.  Can’t let the university close off the investigation.

David: We are hoping to have the vice chair of Socioeconomic Diversity work on this, partnering 
with Ian in the fall. We can look for answers in the summer. 

Ellie: Going off of Evelyn, Lukas, it seems that students want us to keep investigating from what 
we have read in Cavalier Daily.  Seems that there are still answers that the student body want.

Sarah: The point of this discussion was to hear whether the rep body gives mandate to keep 
this investigation going.  If we are picking our battles however, there are closed doors in front of 
us that we could fight to open, however we don’t necessarily know if this is the best use of our 
time going forward.  If there are students still interested, we can definitely do more on it. We 
may need to reflect or put to a vote.

Ally: I don’t know if we should keep researching, however it seems that students are not happy 
about this. 
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Austin: So, Sarah, what are the other big issues that we could tackle instead?

Sarah: I ran on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. This really only refers to students who are on 
the bubble getting in (very small amount) who might happen to be tipped over the edge because 
of family conversations. This happens across the country. Students who get in here get in on 
their own merit; if you are not qualified, you will not get in. The conversations that Dean Roberts 
and the admissions office have are in regards to letting down the big donors when they don’t 
admit their kids.  This is not my top priority and I don’t feel that Student Council should play a 
huge role here.  I will set up more ways to get students in front of admins to voice their 
concerns.

Ellie: If this is true, why did we do the investigation in the first place? 

David: It was my idea. We will continue the conversation through Francesca.

Evelyn: While I understand that Student Council has a lot to do with diversity, as chair of MRC, 
many minorities see this as a problem.  We do not proportionally enroll minorities, and the 
people on this “watch list” I think will probably be white males. 

Alex: To answer Austin’s question, listen to the state of the student council address. The VC of 
Socioeconomic Diversity and Ian will work together to tackle this problem.  This is an offensive 
issue, and we won’t throw this under the rug. But we have a lot to work on which we could 
implement more effectively and more immediately. 

Lukas: Why was the caveat put at the end that this was the sole sentiment of Ian not of 
StudCo?

Sarah: If I make a statement, it has to be with the backing of all 22,000 students here.  I can’t 
sign off on this if it is just a single person’s sentiment.

Katie: The rep body has been restricted in what they say by the exec board in the past.  We 
would prefer that the rep body can do and say what they want without having to get exec 
approval.  Make sure that we push salient issues without having to get the approval of all 
students. We want to empower the rep body. 

Alex: With regards to Ian not being able to get a meeting and Sarah being able to get a 
meeting, since you are representatives of your schools and Sarah is the president, Sarah gets 
the meeting because that is her job.  Reps would have to get meeting on their own as an 
individual investigator.

Katie: Delineated to Cav Daily what the difference is between a rep’s opinion and a StudCo 
opinion.

Ellie: It would be best to issue a resolution in support of issues rather than continuing in failing 
investigations.

David: The means must justify the ends.
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Austin: This was about the committee on admissions specifically. If we are to continue on this, 
let’s think bigger than just the office for advancement and admissions and focus on the 
problems of equitability in admissions.

Ian: Since my last meeting with Sarah, David, and Dean Allen, I’ve changed my mind that we 
could do more to research this issue.  Could push forward on this. Can’t prove anything, but 
could push for change still.  Don’t know what this would look like, but I still think that we are 
obligated to get something done.

David: Let’s close this discussion.  Moving into community concerns.

Kelsey: First, the sidewalk on the top of 14th street is kind of dangerous.  Second, the student 
disability center is in the student health center and the sidewalk is not wide enough for students 
with disabilities. Third, I take issue with the objection that non-med students can use the health 
sciences library.

Evelyn: Study abroad course approval. Currently students have to print out the list of classes 
that they are taking abroad and get it approved by all department heads.  

Committee Updates

Academic Affairs: Printing survey out now, dispersed around grounds at all public printing 
stations.  Spoke with Mr. Hogg about what printing should look like. The more responses we 
have, the more PCS will weight our opinions

Katie: PSA – Use a USB drive.

Buildings and Grounds: HVAC systems working well, working to save energy in a couple of 
buildings

Community Engagement: Hosted the celebratory dinner for the Case competition. Gave out 
the cords and awards for service scholar. 

Joy: Working with career center and LGBTQ center to work on the diversity and career event.

Safety and Wellness: Taking out the new Title IX coordinator to lunch. Presented last week on 
the findings of the student climate committee

Student Arts: Meeting tomorrow with Dirron to see if there is space for art in the PAC.

Sustainability: Hoos Reuse program happening soon.  Will slack out a flyer for it ASAP.

Exec Updates

Leeraz: Study Snacks happening in the PAC; working to figure out boot camp for the fall.

Brenna: Please send any updates with what you are doing to me for the website.

Katie: Sent out outreach survey recently.  Please share the things StudCo posts on Facebook.  
Follow us on social media. Also if you have any publicity requests, please send them my way 
sooner rather than later since won’t be accessible over the summer.
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Michael: Today is the last day running on the old budget, tomorrow is the first day we will be 
running on the summer budget. If you have any other things going on with your committees 
under the old budget, let me know asap and we will work something out with business services.

Alex: Had the TASC scholarship meeting last night, thanks to all who worked on it. We held the 
Student Memorial Service today, thanks for coming. Shout out to everyone who made that 
happen.  Since this is the last meeting, would like to thank administrative branch for all that 
they’ve done this past semester (boot camp, budget meeting, slack, marketing and press). 
Ready to get things moving.

Sarah: This morning we filmed the first state of Student Council address. Here, we will share 
what Student Council is doing and has done. Should go out semesterly to inform the student 
body of what we are working on. It’s going out tomorrow night, please share. Everyone has 
impressed me. HAGS.

Liam: Cabinet meeting, send me project proposals over the summer.

Ty: Activities fair registration, purchase requests due tonight, contingency funding now, 
benchmarking this summer, reps how are we feeling about CIO approval so far? External affairs 
and appropriations committee will do initial research looking into timeline and criteria from other 
institutions and looking at funding and spending of CIOs in past years.  I am planning CIO town 
halls to ensure that we are doing funding equitably, working especially with grad schools 
(GSAS, Law, Darden).

David: I’m having so much fun so far! I ❤ StudCo and all of you!! Also, the printing committee is 
great so shout out to them for their survey (53 surveys so far).  


